Neurofibromatosis: an update of ophthalmic characteristics and applications of optical coherence tomography
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Abstract: Neurofibromatosis (NF) is a multisystem disorder and tumor predisposition syndrome caused by genetic mutation on chromosome 17-17q11.2 in NF type 1 (NF1), and on chromosome 22-22q12.2 in NF type 2. The disorder is characterized by considerable heterogeneity of clinical expression. NF1 is the form with the most characteristic ocular manifestations. Lisch nodules of the iris are among the well-known diagnostic criteria for the disease. Glaucoma and associated globe enlargement have been described in a significant proportion of patients with NF1 and orbital–facial involvement. Optic nerve glioma may cause strabismus and proptosis, and palpebral neurofibroma may reach considerable size and occasionally show malignant transformation. Near infrared reflectance has greatly contributed to enhancing our knowledge on choroidal alterations in NF1. Indeed, some authors have proposed to include these among the diagnostic criteria. Optical coherence tomography has given new insight on retinal alterations and is a noninvasive tool in the management of optic nerve gliomas in children. Ocular manifestations in NF type 2 can range from early-onset cataracts in up to 80% of cases to optic nerve hamartomas and combined pigment epithelial and retinal hamartomas.
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Introduction

Neurofibromatosis (NF) is considered one of a group of multisystem hereditary diseases that also include tuberous sclerosis, von Hippel–Lindau disease, and Sturge–Weber syndrome. This heterogeneous group of diseases has been alternatively defined as phakomatoses, neurocutaneous syndromes, tumor predisposition syndromes, and ectodermal dysplasia by different authors over the years. They include a vast range of afflictions of the skin and nervous system. The eye and the ocular adnexa may be affected by characteristic lesions that are relatively frequent, and are, therefore, considered as diagnostic hallmarks of the disease, while other ocular manifestations are rare and inconstant. A number of authors have chosen the name “disseminated hamartomatosis” because of findings of hamartoma and tumors in various organs. The associated tumors may lead to morbidity due to their progressive growth and mass effect, and although initially not characterized by aggressive histological characteristics, they can show malignant transformation in a small proportion of cases.

Since NF is characterized by considerable variability of clinical features, Riccardi proposed the classification of NF into seven types, but a more recent classification only includes NF type 1 (NF1) and NF type 2 (NF2), while the other types are now considered as variants. The differentiation between the types also has a genetic base.
In fact, the genetic alteration in the main two variants is different, being on chromosome 17-17q11.2 in NF1 and chromosome 22-22q12.2 in NF2.

The prevalence of NF1 is about one in 3,500 live births. The transmission modality is autosomal dominant; however, approximately 50% of cases are caused by spontaneous mutations, and there is considerable variability of expression between affected families. Diagnosis is usually performed clinically and is based on specific diagnostic criteria. Mutation analysis using multiple molecular diagnostic techniques for genomic DNA and RNA can also be considered in some cases, for example, in very young children when the diagnosis is suspected but not clinically confirmed. This is because many clinical features of NF1 are age dependent, and diagnosis is occasionally more challenging in the pediatric population.

The genetic modification in NF1 leads to alteration of expression of the cytoplasmatic protein normally encoded by the NF1 gene known as neurofibromin, a 220 kDa guanosine triphosphatase (GTP)ase-activating cytoplasmatic protein that is involved in cell growth regulation mechanisms by regulating the RAS protein, specifically by converting RAS-GTP active form to RAS-GDP inactive form. The consequence of the lack of neurofibromin results in an excess of the RAS-GTP active form, which promotes excessive cell growth, leading to deregulation and tumorigenesis. For this reason, NF1 is also considered as an RASopathy, which is defined as a disorder caused by a germline mutation that causes deregulation of the RAS mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway.

NF1 is characterized by considerable clinical heterogeneity and age-related nature of clinical expression. The disease may also be seen as mosaicism, also called segmental NF1. In these cases, NF1 maintains the usual characteristics of the disease but is localized only in a body segment. Segmental NF1 is approximately ten times less frequent than NF1. In fact, prevalence of these forms is 1/36,000–40,000. Patients with segmental NF1 are also at relatively lower risk for life-threatening complications. As for other features of NF1, ocular findings in segmental NF, such as Lisch nodules, are found only when the ocular district is involved.

**Diagnostic criteria**

In NF1, the various clinical features affecting the nervous, dermatologic, ocular, and skeletal systems are usually absent at birth but develop shortly after. Approximately 95% of NF1 patients meet diagnostic criteria by age 8, and all do so by age 20. The diagnostic criteria currently used for diagnosis were presented by the National Institute of Health statement in 1987. An individual with at least two of the following criteria is considered affected by the disease: at least six café au lait spots with a minimum diameter of 0.5 cm prior to puberty or a minimum diameter of 1.5 cm following puberty, inguinial and/or axillary freckling, at least two Lisch nodules, optic pathway glioma, typical bony lesions such as sphenoid wing dysplasia, pseudoarthrosis of the tibia, and a first-degree relative with NF1.

**Cutaneous alterations**

Café au lait spots and freckling are frequently seen in NF1 patients. Café au lait spots are not present at birth but become evident at about 1 year of age; they are pigmented lesions of the skin with well-characterized, uniform pigmentation and defined margins. Freckling is found in approximately 80% of patients under the age of 6 and in 90% of adults over age 30. They appear as small freckles less than 5 mm in size and are localized usually in the axillary or inguinal area (Crowe sign).

Neurofibromas, found in almost all NF1 patients over 30 years of age, are prevalently located over the trunk, with 20% seen in the head and neck region. They are divided into cutaneous, subcutaneous, and plexiform neurofibromas; the latter are observed in 25%–30% of cases. Histologically, neurofibromas are formed by Schwann cells, nonneoplastic fibroblast-like cells, mast cells and macrophages, and endothelial and perineural cells.

Clinically, cutaneous neurofibromas are asymptomatic, soft, brown-colored tumors that range from a few millimeters to several centimeters in size. The subcutaneous variety is characterized by firm consistency, tenderness on manipulation, and a size of approximately 3–4 cm. The plexiform neurofibroma shares characteristics similar to the other types, but is more prone to transformation into variants of malignant nerve sheath tumors (7%–13% of cases – also known as MPNST tumors) such as neurofibrosarcoma or malignant schwannoma. With advancing age, these tumors can continue to grow to significant sizes and may physically hinder functionality. In fact, enormous neurofibromas, invading the palpebrae, have been described, and these can create functional disturbances.

**Systemic and skeletal alterations**

Rare systemic alterations of NF1 include cardiovascular abnormalities with hypertension, increased incidence of pheochromocytoma and aortic coarctation, neurocognitive deficits of various severities in 60% of cases, leukemia, and lymphoma.

In NF1, various skeletal anomalies may be found: scoliosis in 10%–15% of patients, thinning of the long bones,
pseudoarthrosis of tibia, and absence of the greater wing of the sphenoid bone in 1%–6% of patients.16

**Ophthalmic and adenexal manifestations**

Palpebral plexiform neurofibroma is usually monolateral, frequently affects the upper eyelid, and appears usually after 2 years of age; it has the tendency to grow and cause asymmetric ptosis associated with deformation of the palpebral margin (Figure 1). In some cases, enormous neurofibroma of the palpebra, defined palpebral elephantiasis, may result.15 The hypertrophy of the nerve fibers of the nerve sheath tumor can be occasionally felt by digital palpation during physical examination of the eyelids. Ptosis associated with facial deformation, megalophthalmous, and NF1 is known as Francois–Katz syndrome.15 An unusually rapid growth, increase in tenderness, or bleeding, warrants further investigation to rule out malignant transformation. These palpebral plexiform neurofibromas have a propensity to relapse, and surgical operations are complicated with profuse bleeding with disappointing results.17–19

Other rare ocular findings in NF1 include conjunctival neurofibroma (Figure 2) and a characteristic hypertrophy of corneal intrastralomal nerves known as “lignes grise”.20

Iris hamartoma in NF1 known as Lisch nodules21 are unusual before 2 years of age, may be occasionally observed before 6 years, but their prevalence, number, and dimensions in individual cases increase considerably with age.22,23 Lewis and Riccardi24,25 described the case of a woman with Lisch nodules as the sole clinical manifestation of NF1 other than having two sons with the disorder. Histologically, Lisch nodules are melanocytic hamartomas composed of melanocytes, elongated fibroblasts, and mast cells. Mast cells have been found to be present both in neurofibromas and Lisch nodules.26 Lisch nodules do not represent a cause of morbidity or disability, but they are diagnostically significant, being one of the principal hallmark manifestations of NF1.4 Slit-lamp observation reveals characteristic nodules with dimensions of approximately 2 mm, absence of vasculature, and a certain chromatic variability ranging from white to yellow or brown15,23 (Figure 3).

Glaucoma associated with NF112,27,28 must be evaluated by the ophthalmologist during clinical examination. It has been reported in 1/300 NF1 patients.29 Recent studies have made a distinction between NF1 patients with or without orbital–facial involvement (such as plexiform palpebral neurofibroma), and a finding of glaucoma was seen in 23% of the patients with orbital–facial NF1.30 Asymmetric globe enlargement in ipsilateral orbital–facial NF1 was found in patients with glaucoma, with axial lengths ranging from 26 to 36 mm; difference with the contralateral unaffected eye was of 4–6 mm.29,30 Interestingly, this study revealed slight ocular enlargement in ocurolfacial NF1, even in eyes with normotensive intraocular pressure; indeed, it has been speculated that megalophthalmous may be present in NF1 irrespective of ocular hypertension.30 During clinical evaluation of patients with glaucoma, ultrasound biomicroscopy and anterior chamber optical coherence tomography (OCT)
is fundamental to evaluate the ciliary body and anterior chamber \(^{31-34}\) (Figure 4).

The ciliary body may show thickening, and there may be signs of angle infiltration by neurofibroma or Lisch nodules. \(^{31-33}\) Glaucoma evident at birth usually suggests congenital abnormality of the angle, while onset at a later date suggests involvement of the anterior angle secondary to NF1 \(^{15,35,36}\) (Figure 4).

Assessment for glaucoma, including intraocular pressure evaluation, gonioscopy, visual field examination, and optic nerve assessment, is advisable in patients with NF1. \(^{37-40}\)

Choroidal abnormalities of NF1 are undetectable by fundus biomicroscopic examination or fluorescein angiography. Rescaldani et al \(^{41}\) used indocyanine green angiography to study the choroid in NF1 patients and showed that there were hypofluorescent areas in the early phases of angiography corresponding to choroidal nodules and speculated that there could be delayed perfusion of the choriocapillaris in these areas. Yasunari et al \(^{42}\) first described the choroidal findings with the use of confocal microscopy using infrared light and found numerous bright patchy areas, especially localized in the posterior pole of the fundus. These authors also performed indocyanine green angiography and found that these bright areas corresponded to hypofluorescence.

More recently, the use of new noninvasive technology such as near infrared reflectance (NIR) and OCT has made it possible to better evaluate choroidal alterations. Viola et al \(^{43}\) evaluated choroidal abnormalities in NF1 patients using NIR in a large group of patients and found nodules in 82% of patients. They found a diagnostic sensitivity of 83% and a specificity of 96%, with a cut-off value of 1.5 nodules (Figure 5). Nakakura et al \(^{44}\) found that most choroidal nodules were located at the posterior pole especially in pediatric patients and also found that there was a higher number of choroidal alterations in the arcade regions and that the extent of choroidal alterations increased with age.

OCT uses an 830 nm near infrared light source and measures light waves reflected from and scattered by the tissues of the eye, enabling the acquisition of cross-sectional, high-quality in vivo images with accurate differentiation of the retinal layers. \(^{45}\) Furthermore, enhanced depth imaging (EDI) in spectral domain OCT sets the peak sensitivity, or zero-delay line, behind the retinal pigment epithelium and enables the study of the choroid. \(^{46}\)

In a recent investigation, using spectral domain technology, choroidal nodules were studied both with NIR...
imaging and cross-sectional EDI-OCT images, and the authors showed that NIR detected choroidal alterations corresponding to two types of hyperreflective choroidal nodules that were either “dome-shaped” or had “placoid” morphology. Furthermore, as the spectral domain software enables segmentation measurements, the authors evaluated choroidal and individual retinal layer thicknesses in patients with NF1 and reported a reduction of the mean choroidal thickness. Interestingly, the neuroepithelium, photoreceptor-retinal pigment epithelium, and outer nuclear layer were also reduced in thickness in NF1 patients compared to healthy control subjects. The authors speculated that altered choroidal circulation, due to the presence of nodules, could be the cause of retinal thinning. A number of other case reports have also shown choroidal and retinal thickness alterations in NF1.

Retinal alterations in NF1 have not been frequently reported. There are a few reports on cases with retinal hamartomas also involving the retinal pigment epithelium. Muci-Mendoza et al reported retinal microvessel alterations or “corkscrew” vessels in 38% of 32 patients with NF1. These were described as second- or third-order microvenules more frequently found close to the temporal veins (Figure 6). These alterations, confirmed with fluorescein angiography, did not show leakage phenomena. They had a morphological spectrum from very small subtle microvascular alterations to corkscrew-shaped vessels or larger microvessel venous anastomoses. Similar retinal alterations were also recently reported in another study in 35% of 17 patients; the microvascular abnormalities were found overlying choroidal nodules as demonstrated with NIR imaging of the fundus. The authors speculated that neural crest alterations in NF1 can cause functional abnormalities in autonomic vasomotor nerve cells, leading to the formation of retinal microvessel abnormalities. Makino et al reported a patient with retinal microvascular abnormalities linked with congenital retinal macrovessels across the macula, showing dynamic changes over time.

Optic pathway glioma has been described in 15%–25% of patients with NF1; they usually develop at an early age, typically from age 3 to 5 years. These are actually low-grade tumors and do not possess malignant histological characteristics, nor do they show tendency to malignant transformation. They are classified as WHO Grade 1 pilocytic astrocytoma. These frequently arise within the optic pathway, optic nerve, optic chiasma, and postchiasmatic radiations, but
may arise in 25% of cases in the brainstem.64–66 Essentially, clinical consequences of these tumors are caused by their volume-occupying characteristics, so depending on location and size, various consequences can follow. Orbital localization at the optic nerve may cause proptosis, strabismus, edema of the papilla, visual field defects, and reduction of visual acuity. Intracranial localization may cause general neurological symptoms of mass-occupying lesions associated with more specific signs based on the localization of tumor, such as visual field alterations, pupillary defects, and puperal precocity. Magnetic resonance imaging is, therefore, indicated in these NF1 cases to rule out progression and to follow-up intracranial/intraorbital tumors.

Visual acuity and visual field analysis cannot be immediately evaluated in young and uncooperative children.57,58 Some authors have used visual-evoked potentials to objectively evaluate the visual pathways and to detect vision variations in NF1.59 However, this testing is not sensitive or specific and is technically stringent; thus, evidence that is reliable in evaluating vision loss in children with NF1 is lacking.55

OCT also allows evaluation of the peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL). Novel research suggests that peripapillary RNFL alterations are detected with OCT earlier than with conventional methods such as visual field testing.60 Furthermore, the peripapillary RNFL can be compared with the macular RNFL thickness and ganglion cell layer thickness to potentially monitor disease progression. Using OCT RNFL thickness analysis, some authors have reported a reduced thickness of the peripapillary RNFL in children affected with NF1 who have optic nerve gliomas.61–63 Gu et al64 also showed a thinning of the ganglion cell layer-inner plexiform layer in children with optic nerve gliomas. Furthermore, Avery et al65 showed that handheld OCT gives highly reproducible thickness measurement of the ganglion cell layer-inner plexiform layer in children with optic pathway gliomas.

Recently, spectral domain OCT was used in adult NF1 patients without optic pathway glioma to evaluate the peripapillary RNFL using the circular diameter scan on the optic disc. The authors also evaluated the thickness of the macular RNFL and the ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer using the spectral domain software, which allows manual segmentation thickness measurements. These authors reported thinning of the peripapillary and macular RNFL and the ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer in adult patients with NF1 compared to healthy controls, which suggested neuronal and axonal loss.66 Figure 7 shows evaluation of the peripapillary RNFL in a patient with NF1.

Segmental NF1

NF1 patients may present different phenotypes such as Noonan syndrome and segmental NF1. Noonan syndrome is characterized by ocular hypertelorism, low-set ears, downslanting palpebral fissures and may occur in almost 12% of NF1 patients.67 Segmental NF1 is diagnosed in patients with both parents unaffected and with clinical NF1 features localized to one part of the body in a circumscribed, patchy, or linear arrangement, or in localized regions or organs.68–70 Unilateral Lisch nodules with no other clinical manifestations have also been described in isolated case reports of segmental NF1.71

Neurofibromatosis type 2

NF2 is also an autosomal dominant disease caused due to a mutation in the gene for NF2, which is located on chromosome 22-22q12.2.72 This gene encodes for merlin, which is a protein that assists in linking actin cytoskeleton to the surface of glycoproteins and has an important function in remodeling cells and regulating growth.73 There is a 50% chance of transmission from an affected individual to their offspring, but 50%–60% of patients have no family history, having instead de novo mutations.16 Clinical characteristics of the condition may include bilateral vestibular schwannomas, multiple meningiomas, cranial nerve tumors, spinal tumors, and eye abnormalities.

The most serious ocular findings are optic nerve hamartomas and hamartomas of the retina (combined pigment epithelial and retinal hamartomas)16,74 (Figures 8 and 9). A large proportion (60%–80%) of patients have early-onset cataracts, usually with an onset of posterior subcapsular lenticular opacities or cortical wedge opacities.74

Fluorescein angiography images of combined hamartomas of the retina and the retinal pigment epithelium can provide further details. Early angiography phases show tortuous vessels due to the retraction of the internal limiting membrane and patchy areas of hypofluorescence due to hyperpigmentation.16

Other sporadic findings in NF2 are as follows: dystrophic keratitis due to fifth cranial nerve involvement or facial paresis due to seventh cranial nerve involvement.75

Patients with a diagnosis of NF2 should undergo magnetic resonance imaging of the brain to better evaluate any tumor involvement. Over the past decades, radiation therapy was used in the management of NF2-related tumors; today, surgery is considered the standard treatment even if it is not always possible or advisable to remove all lesions.76 Since the introduction of anti-vascular endothelial growth factors (anti-VEGF), this
Figure 7 Peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) using spectral domain optical coherence tomography in a patient with neurofibromatosis type 1.

Notes: Choroidal alterations of neurofibromatosis type 1 revealed with near infrared reflectance fundus images (A). Thinning of the peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer is evident (B).

Abbreviations: OCT, optical coherence tomography; ART, automatic real-time; IR, infrared reflectance; HS, Heidelberg Spectralis; TMP, temporal; SUP, superior; NAS, nasal; INF, inferior.

Figure 7 Peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) using spectral domain optical coherence tomography in a patient with neurofibromatosis type 1. Choroidal alterations of neurofibromatosis type 1 revealed with near infrared reflectance fundus images (A). Thinning of the peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer is evident (B).

Abbreviations: OCT, optical coherence tomography; ART, automatic real-time; IR, infrared reflectance; HS, Heidelberg Spectralis; TMP, temporal; SUP, superior; NAS, nasal; INF, inferior.

Conclusion

Since the description by von Recklinghausen in 1882, NF1 has been extensively studied. NF1 together with other phakomatoses such as von Hippel’s disease and sclerosis tuberosa.
complex are now known to be caused by alterations of tumor suppressor genes. However, many questions about these diseases remain unanswered; the role of the neural crest and why different types of neurocutaneous conditions occur together in the same individual, still need clarification. Recent novel molecular genetics studies have excluded Sturge–Weber syndrome from the group of phakomatoses, but further advances in the field of molecular genetics are necessary and can certainly contribute to the diagnosis and management of NF.

In ophthalmology, we believe that the advent of new diagnostic instruments such as near infrared imaging and OCT have provided new insight to study the ophthalmic manifestations of the disease.
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